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Autumn brings new ingredients and new possibilities to 

the canvases of Atlanta’s chefs and this season looks to 

be no exception.  Look for tomatoes and other summer 

stock to give way for more pumpkin, squash, and other 

fall vegetables.  The cooler the temperatures, the richer 

the flavors!  And ‘tis the season for wild game to start 

showing up on menus.  Check out some of these new rising 

stars making their marks on Atlanta’s food scene this fall.
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Over IN the quiet little hamlet of Morningside,
a new concept has taken flight, importing some Far East 
flavor to the hood.  Whiskey Bird, a new effort from the 
former chef of the Iberian Pig, fires up the robata grill for 
their main attraction, yakitori, which means 
“grilled chicken” in Japanese.  The grill burns 
white-hot with a special, imported charcoal 
that smokes amazing flavor into skewers 
including a pork belly with ponzu brown 
butter, charred octopus with Chinese 
sausage, stuffed peppers, and shitake 
mushrooms.  These are $2-$5 for a skewer 
and great for sharing.

Besides the Yakitori, some Asian 
ingredients—from yuzu to ponzu to snow 
peas to miso—find their way into every dish and everything 
I tried worked splendidly.  The tasty mini tacos stuffed 
with braised pork or Peruvian chicken or Hawaiian Tuna
show the international skills of chef Chad Crete.

Crete also offers some wonderful veggies like Chinese 
broccoli, shaved Brussels sprouts with Asian pear and 
tri-color heirloom carrots with a ponzu-grapefruit brown 
butter.  Large plates include grilled ahi tuna, a whole-

roasted cauliflower and a pork tenderloin 
that’s marinated in a spicy Korean paste 
called gochujang that belongs in the pork 
tenderloin hall of fame.  

Of course with whiskey as its first name the 
bar is busily creating libations including a 
number of twists on the Old Fashioned as 
well as a drink called the Atlanta United 
which marries Fiddler Bourbon with 
Scofflaw Basement IPA.  

The Whiskey Bird soars in many ways, 
mostly because while it oozes cool sophistication, it 
very much feels like a cozy neighborhood joint where 
you, just because you are there, are in the “in” crowd.  
eatwhiskeybird.com

WHISKEY BIRD
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ALSO NEW AND NEARBY ON THE SCENE in the Poncey 
Highlands neighborhood is CO, which is Vietnamese for 
“feast.” Owner Greg Bauer was on a tour of duty as a 
Marine in Southeast Asia when he fell in love with Asian 
cooking and when his tour was over, he came home and 
launched CO which has opened locations in Charleston, 
Savannah, Charlotte, and Myrtle Beach.  

Highlights include  Curry Laksa  with shrimp, shredded 
chicken, bun rice noodles, baby bok choy and a spicy 
coconut broth;  Banh Mi  with sautéed lemongrass & 
garlic; and Beef Pho with rare beef and rice vermicelli; 
dumplings with spicy beef and kimchee; fresh salads 
with cabbage and pickled carrots, pork and shrimp.  
And, to give even more options there are about a dozen 
sushi rolls from which to choose.  And the best part:  no 
item on the menu tops $15. eatatco.com
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LOVE AS IAN FOOD but a
l i t t l e  i n t im ida te d  by  the 
exoticness of Buford Highway?  
Understandably Buford Highway 
restaurants are a turn-off for many 
Americans; dimly-lit dives with 
foreign language signs, menus
and even some with unappetizing 
health department scores.  But that’s 
where the all new Food Terminal 
speaks our language.  

The team behind the popular Sweet 
Hut bakeries has created a large, 
bright and exciting Far East-motif 
dining room brimming with modern 
energy and aesthetic beauty.

FOOD TERMINAL

As you peruse the menus, 50-page 
glossy magazines overflowing
with mouth-watering photography, 
you can easily imagine yourself in 
downtown Tokyo, Taipei or Kuala 
Lumpur.  Each dish is beautifully 
represented, clearly explained and 
even exotic-sounding ones like 
the garlic bone marrow soup, the 
drunken bird noodle soup, grandma 
BBQ pork and the crispy pigs ears 
are so delectable-looking and 
approachable that as you peruse the 
menu you must realize that there is 
no way you could possibly eat them 
all in one sitting and have to come 
back again. foodterminal.com 
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DOWN AT TECH SQUARE on 5th street in midtown, 
inhabiting the former Spence space, The Canteen 
creates a “micro” food hall— a “greatest hits” of operators 
Ben and Jennifer Johnson and 
chef Todd Ginsberg who decided 
to consolidate their tried-and-true 
concepts into one hub.  The Canteen 
unites Fred’s Meat and Bread (the 
original at Krog Street Market), 
Yalla (also from Krog Street Market),
a modified version of The General 
Muir (original at Emory Pointe) 
called TGM Bagel and a totally
new concept, The Square Bar . 

Grab an incredible bagel sandwich like the pumpernickel 
and sturgeon or gravlax (cured salmon) with tobiko (tiny  
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fish eggs) with a cup Batdorf & Bronson coffee from 
TGM Bagel.  Or slide over to Fred’s Meat and Bread for a 
sandwich on TGM bread like the mushroom cheesesteak 

which Alton Brown (and me) feel 
is the best in the city.  Or try some 
Mediterranean and Israeli tastes at 
Yalla like the chicken shawarma pita 
or a falafel bowl with Israeli salad, 
pickles, and fried eggplant.  During 
the day The Square Bar presses fresh 
juices, energy shots, and smoothies; 
at night the spirits come out with a 
full bar with frozen drinks, beer, and 
wine.  This is a perfect grab-and-

go place or staging area for a Georgia Tech game or any 
downtown activity, for that matter.  thecanteenatl.com
 

AND FINALLY, OVER AMONG THE MASTERWORKS
on the walls at the St. Regis’ Atlas, approachability comes 
in the form of The Tavern at Atlas, a luxe indoor-outdoor 
setting concept attached to its namesake.  As opposed 
to having to commit to a longer experience in the dining 
room, the restaurant has evolved to offer artfully plated 
a la carte small dishes like lobster pot pie, wagyu beef 
sliders and beet tartare go with a diverse wine-by-the-
glass list, craft cocktails, and Instagram-worthy desserts.  
Stop in for a drink and a snack or enjoy it as a precursor to 
a full-on dining experience.  The nice part is that now you 
can say hello to the Renoirs, Picassos, and Chagalls even 
if a multi-course, fine dining occasion is not in the cards.  
atlasrestaurant.com  

TAVERN AT ATLAS


